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MIAMI

AT MIAMI, FLORIDA

Will continue to follow and report subject's activities through MM 726-S and other informants.

- ADMINISTRATIVE -

Information as reported on FD-302 concerning subject's telephone at Miami was obtained from Unit Supervisor MARY LAWTON, Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company, Miami, Florida, who furnished same to SA LEMAN L. STAFFORD, JR.

This report is classified "confidential," since data as set forth obtained from MM 726-S could reasonably result in the identity of a confidential informant of continuing value and compromise the future effectiveness thereof.

- INFORMANTS -

IDENTITY

MM T-1 is MM 492-S, contacted by SA JAMES D. HAYES.

MM T-2 is MM 726-S, contacted by SA LEMAN L. STAFFORD, JR.

LOCATION OF ORIGINAL INFORMATION

105-2234, Serial 7

134-307-Sub A 42 and 43

Careful consideration has been given to each source concealed in this report, and "T" symbols have been utilized only in those instances where identity must be concealed.
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